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Latest information on the homepage http://www.ardf.oevsv.at
Photos, videos and audio recordings will be made during this event. By participating,
visitors declare their consent for the usage of these recordings for internal club
purposes and publications in compliance with the legal provisions of the General Data
Protection Regulation Directive 95/46/EC.
Meeting place:
Wirtshaus zum Bergler Schlössl (Inn to the Bergler Castle)
Family Riedl-Baumann
Perbersdorfberg 39
8093 St. Peter am Ottersbach
Austria
GPS:
46°48'55.6"N 15°46'23.3"E
Parking:
Available
Time Limit:
120 minutes, previous direction finding allowed (start area only)
Award Ceremony:
As soon as possible after return of all participants
Map Material:
Austria Map, 1 : 15 000, A4 size landscape, delivery at the briefing
Timekeeping:
The finish corridor is mandatory to go through.
Terrain:
Predominantly wooded, no road crossings required, no known dangerous situations. Course
length with optimal sequence approx. 4-5 km. Differences in altitude from start to fox
approx. 120 m, from fox to fox approx. 50 m and from the last fox to the finish approx. 50 m.
Minimum distance of the first fox from start is 750 m, distance between the foxes is approx.
400 m, distance of the last fox from the finish is 350 m.
Rating:
All participants must search for 5 foxes.
If the number of participants is sufficient, the international ARDF regulations will be applied
(see at http://www.ardf.oevsv.at), which take into account gender and different competition
conditions for age (categories, number of foxes to be searched).

If category formation is not possible, runtimes will be assessed with an age and gender dependent
performance factor (LF, Leistungsfaktor) using the World Masters Association‘s age level tables (for 5
km road running) before the final ranking is made. Since during an ARDF competition only about 70%
of the total time is real running, only this part will be evaluated with the LF, the rest will be added
without evaluation. Thus the results of different gender and age groups are comparable. The
proposal is based on the international ARDF regulations with regard to age groups.

Sefety:
Each participant is responsible for their own safety and participates at their own risk. A whistle
should be taken with you. It is permitted to take a 2 m handheld radio (call frequency 145.550) or a
mobile phone with you, but only in an emergency.

Organizer:
OV613, Leibnitz, Franz OE6WIG

fox hunter organizer:
Otto OE6LVG

Questions:
oe6gc@oevsv.at, or oe6std@oevsv.at, mailto:peilen@oevsv.at
Frequencies:
Transmitters TX1 up to TX5: 3.579 MHz, finish beacon 3.600 or 3.550 MHz

Directions to the event:

